College Curriculum Committee Meeting
11:00am, April 10th 2013
Pugh 160

Members Present: Deborah Amberson, Jason Blackburn, Wind Cowles, Gail Fanucci, Selman Hershfield, Tanya Koropeckyj-Cox, Peter Sin

College Resource Dean: David Pharies

Meeting called to order at 11:00am

I. Minutes from March 27th approved

II. Discussion Items

New B.A. track in Biology – CONDITIONAL APPROVE
Resolve inconsistency with respect to course names MAT1140/MAC1140. Point 2 on cover page “New Degree Track Proposal” names the course as MAT1140 – course should be MAC1140.

III. Resubmitted UCC1s

AFA Race, Religion, and Rebellion – CONDITIONAL APPROVE
Required changes:
  • UCC1 form: provide department number
  • UCC1 form: course number should be 3 XXX

AFA Civil Rights and Religion – RECYCLE
Required changes:
  • Syllabus “course goals”: formatting/font issues. Depending on the reader used to open the document, some elements of text do not appear.
  • Syllabus “course description”: term “Gordon Rule” no longer used. Appropriate term is “Writing Requirement”
  • Syllabus grade: items add up to 110%. Please include details considering “attendance and participation” and 10% value with other “Course Requirements”
  • Syllabus “Course Requirements” point 2: section begins with “each group” though explanation of composition of “group” not provided
  • Syllabus: please include link to UF attendance policy in “Missed Work” section: https://catalog.ufl.edu/ugrad/current/regulations/info/attendance.aspx

AFA African American Religion – CONDITIONAL APPROVE
Required changes:
  • UCC1 form: provide department number
  • Syllabus Recap of grade section: “trip to an African American Churches” should read “trip to an African American Church”
  • Attendance and Participation: change “participate in each class session” to “participate consistently”

PHI Philosophy and Death – APPROVE
GLY4450 Geophysics – CONDITIONAL APPROVE
   • Formatting issue with UCC1 form: it now appears to be blank

IV. Resubmitted UCC2s

HIS3942 Practicum – CONDITIONAL APPROVE
Required changes:
   • Syllabus: Clarify with heading which is the 3 credit syllabus and which the 2 credit syllabus
   • Syllabus: Adjust (or remove) hours indication from under initial course information. At present, meeting time are the same on both syllabi

V. New UCC1s

EUH 2XXX Nazi Germany – CONDITIONAL APPROVE
Required changes:
   • UCC1 form: provide department number
   • UCC1 form rationale section: change reference to Department of Modern Languages to Department of Languages, Literatures, and Cultures.
   • Alter spelling of compliments x 2. Should be “complements”

PCO 4XXX Psychology of Human Sexuality – CONDITIONAL APPROVE
Required changes:
   • Syllabus: please include link to UF attendance policy in “Attendance Policy” section of syllabus (p.5): https://catalog.ufl.edu/ugrad/current/regulations/info/attendance.aspx

EXP4XXX Laboratory in Cognitive Neuroscience – CONDITIONAL APPROVE
Required changes:
   • UCC1 form “course description”: delete “This laboratory course provides.”

CLP4XXX Eating Disorders – CONDITIONAL APPROVE
Required changes:
   • Syllabus: please include link to UF attendance policy in “Make-ups” section of syllabus: https://catalog.ufl.edu/ugrad/current/regulations/info/attendance.aspx
   • Syllabus “Make-ups” section: delete “an” before “extra credit opportunities”

CLP4XXX Advanced Abnormal Psychology – CONDITIONAL APPROVE
Required changes:
   • Syllabus: please include link to UF attendance policy in “Make-ups” section of syllabus: https://catalog.ufl.edu/ugrad/current/regulations/info/attendance.aspx
   • Syllabus “Make-ups” section: delete “an” before “extra credit opportunities”